
SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 1

DEC753 Almond
Stucco
RL#664

DE6123 Trail Dust
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#557

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#008

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 2

DE6123 Trail Dust
Stucco
RL#557

DEC753 Almond
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#664

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#008

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 3

DE6143 Almond Latte
Stucco
RL#504

DEC741 Bone White
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#604

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#008

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 4

DEC716 Stonish Beige
Stucco
RL#677

DE6127 Finest Silk
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#502

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#008

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 5

DE6129 Rustic Taupe
Stucco
RL#502

DE6128 Sand Dune
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#502

DEC756 Weathered Brown
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#679

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 6

DE6122 Dry Creek
Stucco
RL#501

DEC749 Linen White
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#644

DEC705 Burnt Crimson
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#622

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 7

DE6117 Colorado Trail
Stucco
RL#556

DE6119 Neutral Valley
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#556

DEA174 Olive Court
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#463

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 8

DE6130 Wooded Acre
Stucco
RL#558

DEC747 Sahara
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#634

DEW380 Warm White
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#005

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 9

DEC717 Baked Potato
Stucco
RL#682

DEC755 Cocoa
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#674

DEA183 Dark Shadows
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#472

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 10

DEC757 Rincon Cove
Stucco
RL#684

DEC748 Oyster
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#639

DEA184 Parisian Night
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#473

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 11

DEC759 Hickory
Stucco
RL#694

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#008

DE6231 Shaker Gray
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#572

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 12

DE6138 Dark Sepia
Stucco
RL#559

DE6140 Brown Bear
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#559

DEA158 Northern Territory
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#447

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 13

DE6136 Terracotta Sand
Stucco
RL#503

DE6139 Summerville Brown
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#559

DEA157 Cellar Door
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#446

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 14

DE6144 Graham Cracker
Stucco
RL#560

DE6145 Rocky Ridge
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#560

DEW340 Whisper
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 15

DE6149 Cream Washed
Stucco
RL#505

DE6117 Colorado Trail
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#556

DEA175 Black Forest
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#464

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 16

DEC752 Birchwood
Stucco
RL#659

DEC750 Bison Beige
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#649

DEA148 Sunken Ship
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#437

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 17

DE6157 Bisque Tan
Stucco
RL#506

DEW341 Swiss Coffee
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#008

DEA186 Black Pearl
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#475

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188524-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano

(949) 234-1201

San Clemente - 184
79 Via Pico Plaza

(949) 272-3689

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr

(949) 788-0950

Corniche Sur Mer

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved New Schemes

LOCATION: Dana Point, CA, 92629

Scheme 18

DEC721 Slopes
Stucco
RL#603

DEC712 Briar
Fascia, Trim, Stucco Pop-Out, Garage Door
RL#657

DEC756 Weathered Brown
Shutters, Entry Door
RL#679

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.
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